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1 Materials to study


2 Required preparation

For your written response to this reading, you will need to download the Pd code examples that accompany Farnell’s book, which are available at http://mitpress.mit.edu/sites/default/files/titles/content/ds_pd_examples.tar.gz.

Try the Pd patch from figure 12.2 (which you find in the unpacked code tarball under PUREDATA TECHNIQUE fm-basic03.pd on your own machine). Turn on the DSP and bring the carrier frequency into the audible range. Observe the effect on the carrier that increasing the FM index and modulator frequency has. Then play around with all three numbers to get a feel for the resulting sounds.

3 Questions to respond to

1. Try to describe the effect that each of the three parameters above has on the resulting sound. Do this primarily by ear, but you can use a realtime spectrum analyzer such as Baudline for assistance.

2. Are there “special” relations between any parameter pair that affect the degree of harmonicity in the resulting sound?

3. For the synthesis of which kinds of sounds do you think this technique might be particularly suitable for?
4 Guidelines

• Your answers need not be very extensive (a short paragraph per question is enough), but they should demonstrate that you have actually read the article and understood its main points.

• Try to be concise and pay attention to form, grammar, spelling, etc.